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Another $1000 request from Sewing team for elastic.
Microsoft is satisfied with how we are spending their money.
Call with Workforce Services tomorrow at 10:30 about new hire.
WYSTEM to wrap up next week. Probably started too quickly to promote well enough. ET says it
was an experiment.
Discussed press releases with related news articles:
1. One after WYSTEM finishes, to announce statistics, prize winners, and availability of recording
on YouTube.
2. WCF would like a more specific article about outcome of its grant for PPE than the one in the
Laramie Boomerang. ET to deliver content next week.
3. Update about Folding At Home which was never sent in April. ET to get updated numbers
from Jeremiah.
4. Moonshot update in about a month?
5. Information about potential new hire.
Discussed process for hiring: Community update, post to #community and #jobs-openings
Channels with a deadline of Sunday night. Interested in hiring existing WTCC member who is
already familiar with WTCC. Discussed job description and technicalities of reporting stream and
entity responsible for employee red tape.
Report on Governor’s office meeting from yesterday. Action items:
1. Little more R&D about how we would recommend testing for asymptomatic people?
2. Loved the list of different technologies. Would like to know which have an EUA designation.
3. More information about testing after calling technology companies. Capacity. Who talk to,
specifically? Suggest saying we are doing this at request of Governor’s office.
4. Governor wants to know all of the CLIA certified labs, level of complexity, etc How far do
samples have to be shipped? Can we reduce the turnaround time by using Wyoming labs?
Where could you ramp up a lab quickly in the state? Interested in size: 12,000 square feet at
least to be able to handle shipping and handling.
5. Want more information about wastewater testing labs. Is it possible to get results quicker
than in 3 weeks? Are the wastewater testing labs among the CLIA labs?
Nicholas concerned that we are still kept at arms’ length from DOH. Jerad asked who is feeding
questions to Renny. Lars asked to what extent is our information being taken into account, and
are they just sending us back for more information? Discussed whether these questions are the
best use of our efforts, or whether there are other activities we might undertake.
NEXT MEETING: Wednesday 6 PM

